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Koola bar set to go off
with Lush summer ball!

•

Newquay’s premier dance promoters main event

•

Meat Katie and Lee Coombs set to headline

The Lush crew are back again this summer with the official summer ball.
This years main event is taking place on Friday 31st July 2009 at the Koola
bar and Chy Bar in Newquay and is being headlined by Lot49’s Meat Katie
and Lee Coombs. This unique event will also feature musical displays by
other DJs and live acts in a night which is set to reinforce the main summer
season!
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Southwest Londoner Mark Pember (AKA Meat Katie) has had a long history in Dance music. In
his time he has recorded for such prestigious labels such as Wall of Sound, R&S Records,
Kingsize, Bedrock, Perfecto, Great Stuff, Renaissance and Saw. Not to mention his first record
deal, signed to Iggy pops Kill City Records (as a bass player in 3-piece skate punk band
Sandladder). Pember has also remixed for / collaborated with Arthur Baker, U.N.K.L.E, Boy
George, Deep Dish, D.Ramirez, Peace Division, Chicken Lips, Robbie Rivera & James Zabelia,
to name but a few

Lee Coombs is renowned for bending musical boundaries and is accredited with changing the
face of the breakbeat scene today. For over a decade this British producer has been at the
forefront of it all; releasing groundbreaking mix CDs, remixing the world’s most acclaimed
artists and knocking out dancefloor destroying productions that are considered classics years
after their release.

In addition to Lee Coombs, the event is due to showcase performances from Backbeat Sound
System, Jinal, Stan Collins, Rektchordz, Keaty, Olly G, Ave and Hi Fly, Stretch, Hong Kong
Ping Pong, Sick Note and the mighty Simian Sounds.

Paul ‘Jinal’ Bevan, Lush co-promoter says “Lush never cease to impress by bringing the public
two of the best producers in the scene along side the very best Cornwall has to offer! This is
set to be a full on ‘of the hook’ party with mind blowing decor like that has never been seen in
Cornwall before. Also with awesome sound and lights and a nice ‘up for it’ atmosphere!”
Lush runs from 9pm until 4am with tunes ranging from Techfunk to Breaks and Techno. Fancy
Dress is welcome and there will be a winning prize of a bottle of champagne for the bestdressed person on the night. Tickets will be £8 more on the door or £6 for Lush members
more info call Paul on 07545580151 or Dan on 07762606653. Ticket outlets are as follows…
Chy bar & Corner Cabin (Newquay), Quintessential (Truro), - Big Wednesday (Falmouth),
Flip Side Records (Helston), Ouch (St Austell), Bigga records (Plymouth).
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Notes to editors…

For more information please contact:

Stan Collins
Lush co-promoter

stan.collins@hotmail.co.uk

07833734852

Paul ‘Jinal’ Bevan
Lush co-promoter

paul_thegodfather@hotmail.com

07527689188

Website - http://www.facebook.com/event.php?eid=95692081572&ref=share
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